
   

ANDREW MICHAAN: More than zero.
GLENN HARRISON: Six.
NICHOLAS CHANDLER-KLEIN: I will write a computer program telling me exactly how much I 
need to read in order to pass with a B.
ADRIAN CHEN: None.  I’m done, bitches.
ANN-DERRICK GAILLOT: As much reading as I did with your MOM last night!
ULYSSES PASCAL: That depends - how many books are there in the world?
NATHANIEL FLAGG: Putting my books under my pillow - OSMOSIS!

You down with the funky worm?
Then send us an email!

pamphlette@lists.reed.edu
You a hata?

Find our past issues online!
pamphlette.wordpress.com

How much reading will you do during reading week?

MAJOR JOKE OF THE WEEK

by NCK

PHYSICS MAJOR A: So I’ve got this centipede tied by a string to a stake.  Look!  He’s 
walking in circles.
PHYSICS MAJOR B: Wow!  That’s kind of  cool.  He’s getting pulled inward, but he 
keeps trying to walk straight.  Why is that?
PHYSICS MAJOR A: Centipedal force.

- Twenty Reed students didn’t have fun at Thesis Parade and are being expelled from 
school for not being “quirky enough.”
- After their first “test-year,” the New Dorms have been deemed a failure and the space 

will now be reallocated as an Indian Burial Ground after the rising enrollment increase in 
Native American students who are also terminally ill.
- Seniors graduating in the Spring - If  you haven’t turned in the first three chapters of  your 

thesis, be sure to bring them in to the library by noon on Friday!
- Whoever keeps setting off  the fire alarm in Naito/Sullivan - be aware that flamethrowers 

are no longer allowed in the dorms.
- All students with metallic fillings or plates in their head - a giant magnet will be pass-

ing over campus on Thursday, ripping them out.  The administration apologizes for any 
inconvenience.
- Ethan Epstein lost the senate race, which nobody saw coming.
- The auction for a mysteriously acquired ball of  metallic fillings and plates will take place 

on Friday in order to fund the new outdoor garden!
- Congratulations to all Freshmen for completing their first test semester!  Now you’re 

ready for the real Freshman year!  Be sure to report to Humanities semester 1 in January.
- Any Freshmen who misplaced any vomit at thesis parade may pick it up in 28 West.
- Since nobody wanted to run for Quest board, a chimp was hired to edit the school 

newspaper two hours a week.  After considering the position, the chimp declined.  “It’s just 
beneath me,” he said.  The chimp now works writing the SB Info newsletter.
- Senate beat sucks and will forever.  Give up.  Stop writing the Senate beat, Kailyn Mc-

Cord and anybody else who might consider trying it.

SB ANNOUNCEMENTS

THIS WEEK IN VOODOO

Can you stick in all the needles without suffering the wrath of  Azaka-
Tonnerre, god of  thunder, agriculture, and farmers?

WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF:
- I told you I was in love with you?
- I told you I have put a photograph of  your face 
on a paper bag and had the last 3 people I fucked 
wear it?
- I told you I snuck into your room and got so 
exited I peed on your pillow a bit?

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT MY:
- American Girl collection?
- Tendency to snort between laughs?
- Cuticles?

WOULD YOU:
- Opt for elective plastic surgery to get a unicorn 
horn attached to your forehead?
- Give me $4,000?
- Be free next Thursday at 11:15?

HAVE YOU EVER:
- Killed your neighbor’s cat?
- Using a microwave?
- And buried it beneath your back porch?

GIVE THIS QUIZ TO 4 OF YOUR FRIENDS OR YOU WILL SPEND THE REST 
OF YOUR LIFE WONDERING WHY YOUR PILLOW SMELLS LIKE PEE.

QUIZ QORNER

Gender Inequality in Financing
By Lisa Gallows

Money issues continually plague woman at 
a higher rate then men (Lisa Gallows Bank 
Statement, US Bank 2008).  This is bad.  
Sometimes women spent to much on thinks 
they could get cheaper (Safeway Coupon 
Book 2008).  Sometims banks make loans 
(Banks.com 2008) but sometimes it is hard 
to get them.  This is an important issue be-
tween men and women.  “loan equality” has a 
2,460,000 hits on Google (Google.com 2008).  
Similarly, “men women” has a G-rating of  
57,900,000 (Google.com 2008).  This paper 
will look at that.

Men have an easyer time getting money 
sometimes.  “I do okay with money,” some 
men say (personal conversation, Jared Darden 2008).  Sometimes women go through other 
hardships as well, such as breaking up with your boyfriend or loosing a movie role (People 
Magazine 2008).  Loans could help but banks will not give you a loan just bcause you broke 
up with your boyfriend or are running behind on your thesis (personal conversation, US 
Bank Loan Manager 2008).  

Women earn les than men for the same job (Wal-Mart Employee Handbook 2007) and 
this can make it hard for loan.  It should be easyer for women to be fiscally autonomous 
(Westlie Ford/Mercury Advertisement 2008).  This is expressed in the fllowing behavior 
model:

$ = (Male + Job + Loan)/Inequality

Clearly you can see that this means things.  
One of  hte things it means is that there should be less inequality because thne there is 

more money ($).  More money can be spent on things like McDonald’s Dollar Menu (TV 
2008).  My conclusion is that therefore there should be less inequlity for men and women.  
If  this were true it would be good (The Office 2007).  The end.

LAST-MINUTE THESIS

     Clearly this proves my point.

Live-blogging the MRC Racial Relations Forum
7:31 pm: OK, people are filing into Vollum Lounge.  The highly anticipated Racial Relations 
Forum is about to start.
7:32 pm: ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ
9:30 pm: Cookies!

Live-blogging the smoking forum
7:31 pm: OK, people are filing into Vollum Lounge.  The highly anticipated smoking forum 
is about to start.
7:32 pm: cigarette break.
9:30 pm: Cookies! 

Live-blogging the forum on the honor principle.
7:31 pm: OK, people are filing into Vollum Lounge.  The highly anticipated forum on the 
honor principle is about to start.
7:32 pm: I’m not sure what’s going on here.  People are fighting and saying a lot of  racist 
things and blowing smoke in everyone’s faces.  I’m going outside for a smoke.
9:30 pm: No cookies?  What kind of  goddamn forum is this???

LIVE BLOGGING

Congrats on your thesis, Adrian!

by GH and NCK

by NCK

by GH

by AC


